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Few of us enjoy the daily chore of shaving. Neither men nor women enjoy having to shave on a
daily basis, a chore that is at best tedious, to say the very least. Fortunately, technology brings us all
a number of tools - and perhaps probably the most popular of them all has to be electric shavers.

Electric razors have come a long way ever since the 60s and 1970's when they seriously were
definitely somewhat hazardous. Certainly, back then you had been faced with the prospect of
regular cuts and even a whole lot worse. fortunately enough, today's electric razor rotor blades truly
do provide a shave that is certainly 2nd only to the barber's cutthroat razor blade.

With technology being a stalwart in modern homes that are equipped with all the latest tech gadgets
in seems unusual that few of us actually have electric razors in the cupboard. Are they really as
expensive an ineffective as we make them out to be and the answer is a resounding NO. I'll let you
in on a little secret, you can buy a decent electrical shaver for as little as $25.

The great thing about electric shavers is the fact that they're smaller and compact. Many also
battery powered. Make no mistake, there are still some extremely large razors out there and they
tend to be the rotary type however, the arc foil type tend to be much smaller and compact. Generally
speaking, the bigger models tend to do almost everything. Through clipping your sideburns to your
nose hairs, there are electric shavers which could actually intensely moisturize your skin at the
same time!

Depending on your requirements - there are various versions from which to choose. The foil or
linear type of shaver and the rotary type are your two main versions you can find. Foil shavers are
usually more sophisticated and compact, while looking like a traditional razor blade, as opposed to
rotary razors are typically much larger along with several rotating blades which mold around your
face whilst you shave.

In comparison to the old fashioned razor blade, electric shavers really are practically as proficient.
The only disadvantage is that razors generally are not as conveniently replaceable but with a large
number of electric shavers showcasing self-sharpening systems, you can go for many months while
not having to change your blade simply because they stay razor sharp for as long as plausible.

Price ranges with regard to electric shaver blades start at well under $100 and increase to over
$200 for top level versions on the market. If you're gonna pay upwards of $250, you can safely
expect all the features including the self-sharpening feature. Yes, that is a lot for a shaving system,
but you have to consider it as an investment. It will work out cheaper in the longer run! The truth of
the matter is that you can get an electric razor for as little as $29, ideal for travelling. You would
actually be saving cash!

For any individual keen on the practice of the morning shave, an electric shaver does indeed speed
up the job and make it almost non-existent. No more shaving cream, you can eliminate blade cuts
with no need to worry about exchanging your blade blades each week. A couple of minutes is all it
takes to get the job done if you use an electric razor.
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Check out the affordable range that a Panasonic Razor has to offer. You'll also find a comparison
between a Electric Shaver vs Razor
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